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Statistics

• In Europe, only a third of the riders follows a post-licence

training, mostly in the N-W countries, and relatively more 

women than men.

• The number of category A licence tests decreased strongly 

in some Member States, e.g. by 60 % in Austria since 

2007, by 72 % in Finland and Greece, by 46 % in France



Short history

3DLD (Directive 2006/126/EC) adapted 20 December 

2006, implemented 19/1/2007, 2DLD (Directive 

91/439/EEC) art. 2(4) repealed 19 January 2013.

Received with mixed feelings. MS are in favour of 

staged access, MC community against, but saw benefit 

in raised engine power for A2 (35kW)



3DLD in essence

Harmonized driving licence for all EU countries, 

introduction credit card style driving licence.

Introduction of testing for AM licence, introduction A2 

licence, check of normal residence, medical checks, 

standards on alcohol, drugs and medicinal products, the 

international driving license database.



3DLD in practice 1/2
Many differences between countries: 

• Entry start (AM varies from 14-18, A1 from 16-18, 

A2 from 18-20, A from 20-24).

• In between: training and/or theoretical and/or 

practical tests.

• Direct access to A2 possible in some countries 

(sometimes with higher age and/or B licence): 

Greece, Germany, Netherlands etc.



3DLD in practice 2/2
• Direct access to A possible in most countries at 24.

 Focus on technical skills, often not related to safety, 

e.g. walking with motorcycle, putting MC backwards 

in parking space.

 Candidates are trained to get a licence, not to be 

full-fledged and responsible road users with focus 

on safe riding.



Consequences 1/3
• Young people wait until 20 for A2 (in NL 95%, 

Slovakia 84%, Sweden 71%) or 24 for direct access 

to A.

• In the meantime: get B licence, often start family, 

etc.

• Young people that start later have no experience 

with light(er) motorcycles. 



Consequences 2/3
• Report of EC on implementation: “It can be 

presumed that keeping riders from riding stronger 

motorcycles at an age where they are more likely to 

show risky behaviour improves road safety. 

However, the system does not seem to encourage 

riders to acquire more practice on smaller 

motorcycles before switching to stronger vehicles. 

They rather seem to wait and go for direct access 

instead”.



Consequences 3/3
• High threshold to acquire a licence: time and costs. 

Results: people abstain from getting an A licence, 

stick with AM, switch to B (and use of car), or they 

ride without a licence (esp. Nordic countries).

• Riders have learned some tricks, but are not 

responsible riders.

• Riders lack hazard awareness.

• Riders lack necessary social skills.



Problems with staged access:
• There is still no proof that staged access contributes to road 

safety, there has been no testing, no statistical proof.

• Staged access in its present way makes getting a licence

unnecessary complicated and expensive.

• It leads to avoiding of normal process.

• There are problems with the A2 test vehicles as only a 

limited number of vehicles meet the minimum engine 

capacity requirement of the Directive (400 cc). 



What we need 1/5
• Affordable and good initial training.

• Initial rider training must teach the skills, knowledge 

and attitude needed to survive on the road, not just 

the skills needed to pass a licence test.

• Training and testing should arrive from the EU-FEMA-

FIM-ACEM Initial Rider Training Programme in all 

aspects: theoretical, machine control & traffic 

interface.



What we need 2/5
• The licence test is a quality assurance of the 

candidate's competence, meaning the minimum skills, 

knowledge and attitude needed to safely operate a 

motorcycle on public roads, and it is of great 

importance that the licence test is designed to do 

exactly that.

• Risk awareness and risk management should be part 

of the licence tests.



What we need 3/5
• The licence test should not expose candidates to 

peculiar exercises with little relevance to real‐life safe 

riding, the consequence being that perfectly 

competent candidates may fail the test, while 

questionable candidates, who have ‘learned the 

tricks’, may pass.

• All training, testing and demand for test vehicles 

should be in a way that is  not discriminating for 

women and smaller men.



What we need 4/5
• Staged access only when proven that it contributes to 

safety.

• With staged access: No compulsory training and/or 

tests between stages.

• Instructors/examiners should ideally be practising

riders and should have participated in an officially 

recognized instructors/examiner’s training program 

derived from the agreed, national curriculum for cat. A.



What we need 5/5

• With staged access: no additional minimum 

requirements to test motorcycles: A1 only 

120 cc (or equivalent with electric 

motorcycle), A2 only 15kW, A only 40kW.



Please visit us at www.fema-online.eu

Or email me:

d.willigers@fema-online.eu

Thank you for your

attention!


